ARE YOU IN A FARM CSA?

START

Do you know what a kohlrabi looks like?
- wait, what's a kohlrabi?
- yes, it looks like it came from outer space.
- no, gross.

Have you found a slug in your lettuce?
- yes, his name is Carl.

Did you go to a grocery store to get your food?
- yes, I went to a farmers market.
- no, but I know the name of the farm.
- yes! and I know their pigs' names too.

Did you go to a pickup location?
- no, I picked it up.
- yes, I ordered it myself.

Is your food delivered to your door?
- yes, it's neatly wrapped.
- no, my food is naked.

Is your food packaged or covered in labels?
- yes, I signed an agreement.
- no, I buy things whenever I want.

Did you go to a farmers market?
- no, this avocado needed a passport to get here!
- yes, that's my town!

Look for an address. Is your food from the area you live in?
- no, boots of a hard workin' farmer.
- yes. boots of a hard workin' farmer.

Did the delivery driver have dirty boots?
- no, but he had a logo on his shirt.
- sorry, you're probably part of a grocery delivery service, not a CSA.

Have you made a seasonal commitment to your farmer?
- yes, I signed an agreement.
- no, I buy things whenever I want.

Do you know the names of the farmers who grow your food?
- yes, I know their pigs' names too.
- no, but I know the name of the farm.

It sounds like you're buying directly from farmers, but not part of a CSA.

It sounds like you went food shopping... why not join a CSA?

Whee!

I'm exhausted!

Greetings, earthlings!

Who is it?

I'm Carl!

Whee!

Hooray! You're part of a CSA that supports local farmers!

www.smallfarmcentral.com